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About This Game

Construct PRO is a sandbox-designer, where you can assemble any structure using metal parts, bolts, and nuts and test its
physical behavior.

Currently the game has the following features:

•assembly of a model using 29 parts
•Steam Workshop support

•saving the model in a simple text file and further uploading the model from there
•enabling the gravity to check physical behavior of the assembled structure

•changing the bolt properties (whether they are screwed on tightly or not) both in assembly of the model and with enabled
gravity

•removal of bolts/parts both at assembly of the model and with enabled gravity
•application of a special Boltogun, capable to destroy any model

•use of electric motor for rotating the part attached to it
•test prototype with possibility to complete the game with it: you should assemble a model capable to overcome all obstacles and

reach the finish line
•bugs (well, after all, it's an early access stage)

Do the parts become available gradually?

Currently there are 29 parts in the game and all of them are available from the very first minute.
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Can I complete the game?

In my opinion, the sandbox games may have no completion; however, there is a goal in the Early Access version: to reach the
finish line of the test prototype.

I want to ride my assembled car across vast, endless areas!

Do you really believe it's exciting? This is not a race; it's a puzzle for brainstorming, not senseless moving around the same
locations. (at least at Early Access stage =))

Can I connect two electric motors?

Um, it seems I forgot to fix it...

Are there hats in the game?

No. Who are you going to put them on? On a Boltogun? Then contact our developer and I'll add them =)

Who turns the Boltogun wheel?

Magnetic power of indie-developers.
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Title: Construct PRO
Genre: Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
EnterUserNamePlease
Publisher:
EnterUserNamePlease
Release Date: 19 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 550

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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Hello,

Very nice game!
On the passenger mode, we've noticed some bugs (e.g. for tramway the doors are not opening and it is impossible to get in).
My son is also asking me every day what is outside the station :). If possible, we want to suggest this new feature: the possibility
to ascend on stairs and walk outside the station.

Thank you,
Yann & Vali. Although I have only played a short while on this game it is very cute and like loads of other people have said it
has potential, though having a drifting system like Sonic and All-stars Racing Transformed would be cool, other than that I have
only found 1 real bug n that is that Xbox360 controller controls are abit buggy, the only visual disadvantages is the game does
not currently support 4K (2160P) resolution, other than those, it is a thoroughly enjoyable game and very cute, kitty cat
\ud83d\udc08 cute and Free Roam, could be a suggestion but they could in the future make a large map with a city and country
side and places to explore and hidden Scout mice to find and missile doggies, so yes recommend this game \ud83d\ude0e. Okay
I really haven't wanted to do this as for some stupid reason I have kept holding out hope for this one.
I purchased this game the day it released on steam. The game itself is great, fun to play. Really enjoyed the graphics and
atmosphere. The content that is available is really good. I raved about it to friends, bought copies for some (Sorry to those
people)
Unfortunately the game is incomplete and judging from the last actual patch being 15 DECEMBER, 2014 the ship has long left
the planet.
The steam page does not mention anywhere that this game isn't complete or that the devs have said that stages 2-4 will be paid
dlc. (Sure it's hidden in the recent updates but I believe it should be on the front page as how many consumers read through all
the updates for what appears to be a complete game?)
Though at this point I doubt the extra stages will happen either way.
Randomly after a years silence the dev has just added trading cards to the game? Don't be fooled the dev is NOT active.

If by some miracle actual content gets added I will be first to change my review and sing the games praises.
The game could be great, the dev is not.. Ah, one of my favourite games of my childhood and it still works like a charm (at least
on my win7 rig). Eh.. Not bad, but someone should really let the devs know that most females honestly have nips.
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Awsome game. A dated engine otherwise damages an interesting dystopian adventure game with an unusual point of view
courtesy of the Turkish writer.. This game crashed during the tutorial. That's how buggy it is.. Entertaining puzzle game
I'm against achievement spam games like this (to easy), but i bought this one for customize my profile
The only negative thing is that Steam is learning about this game (more info in the store page). ENG:

Cutest and adorable videogame ever on Steam, which I've been playing for a long time. =^w^=

FIN:

Yksi s\u00f6p\u00f6immist\u00e4 videopeleist\u00e4 jota olen koskaan pelannut Steamissa pitk\u00e4st\u00e4 aikaan.
Suositteluni! =^w^=
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